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Google Glass finds its space in industry

“Dream big
dreams! Imagine
you have no
limitations, then
decide what’s right
before you decide
what’s possible.”
Brian Tracy,
American author
and business
consultant

T

echnicians in aerospace, warehousing and
even training, often need both hands free
while they also must reference printed
materials or communicate with others. And
that's where Google's augmented reality
glasses (equipped with custom software) are
finding an niche in industry, according to
Computer World magazine.

DHL warehouse
It's easy to see how augmented reality
works in a warehouse at Deutsche Post DHL,
for example. A DHL video demonstrates how
manual item pickers move a trolley through
an enormous warehouse to find an exact
item. Then they check their papers, pick up
an item, scan it with a scanning gun and load
it onto the trolley. With customized Google
Glass, the same pickers move the trolley,
while accessing their lists on screens on their
glasses. When they find the item, they scan it
using the glasses. Thus, they eliminate paper
and the scanning gun, saving time and error.

Boeing technology
According to Boeing, technicians who
perform detailed work with their hands often
need to refer to complex documentation.
What if instead of getting the book, searching
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for the right page, they could leave their
hands in place and just glance up to a screen
floating in their glasses? That is the vision that
Boeing is building.
Industry adoption of customized
Google Glass is expected to increase, says
software maker Plataine. The glasses will
increasingly aid production and warehouse
with identifying objects, finding and solving
problems during production, and getting
help real time.

Consumer delays
Google first tried marketing the glasses to
consumers but stopped that effort in 2017.
Studies showed consumers mainly used Glass
for taking pictures, an activity that doesn't
really need another gadget.
That doesn't mean there will never be a
consumer space for augmented reality glass,
says Computer World. Apple has taken out
patents on aspects of their own famous
research on glasses. Facebook reality labs
have been working on augmented reality
glasses for years, also.
But, according to Computer World, these
efforts won't bear real consumer fruit for
perhaps a decade.

BUSINESS NEWS

The art of luring more visitors to your
trade show booth

I

n the trade show business, it's all
about bang but with minimal traffic to
your booth, all you'll hear will be the
whispers. Here, for future planning, are
a few practical ways to lure folks to your
location on the trade-show floor.

Shoplifting 2019:
Low risk, high reward

According to the National Association
for Shoplifting Prevention (NASP),
about 27 million people – 10% of the U.S.
population – steals more than $13 billion
worth of goods from retailers every year.

That's about $35 million per day

According to www.absoluteexhibits.
com, use visual, audio and written
incentives on social media that typically
attract people to stores, shopping centers
and auto dealers, among others. Also,
be sure to promote the number of your
both every way possible.
Invite current customers to a Happy
Hour on opening day. Not only does
it give them a good reason to stop by,
but their presence also makes your booth look like it's the place to be. Seize
attention with the ever-present senses of smell, hearing, and touch. They
increase your chances of separating your booth from the crowd.
In the morning, many wandering the exhibit hall are still awakening from
the night before. Fill the air around your booth with the aroma of hot coffee
and welcome your visitors with a large styrofoam cup of premium java. A
hanging digital sign is one of 2019's most talked about trade show trends.
The motion and light of a digital sign above a booth catch the eye and lures
attendees to investigate further.
Provide a demo station for visitors to use your software, handle products
you're promoting, or try out your newest technology for themselves. They'll
leave with an experience that's more than just pretty graphics in your trade
show booth. The website absoluteexhibits.com also recommends Geo
Marketing, a tool that specifies the location of the convention and your
message to those in attendance or soon to come. Such targeted, personal
messaging is useful in driving traffic to your location.

Trade show magic: A treat that draws a crowd
Here's a trade show treat that draws a crowd. And it's a simple trick: Hire a
magician. Armed with the requisite savvy and strategy, magicians can weave a
company's message into moments of wonder, awe – and memory.
According to EasterSurfFest.com, an experienced magician's close-up
tricks, machinations and chatter entice trade show attendees to visit a tradeshow booth. People enjoy getting involved in trade-show activities, and
more often than not, they'll depart the booth of a compelling magician with
heightened awareness and a desire to learn more about a company's products,
services, and way of doing business.
Instead of big booths and flashy technology (or in addition to it), a magician
appeals to people from all walks of life.

With 10 million people caught
shoplifting in the last five years, that
means one in every 11 persons in the
U.S. will steal something from a store at
some point in their lives. With only one
of every 48 of them apprehended – and
only half of those ever prosecuted – it's
no wonder why shoplifters view their
illegal industry as low risk, high reward.
Some companies regard shoplifting
losses as a "cost of doing business,"
merely passing along its extra expenses
to the consumer in the form of higher
prices. But most retailers resist that
route, each for their own reasons. So
do small businesses who, to remain
competitive or simply stay in business,
fear the risk of raising their prices.
Shoplifting appeals to men and
women equally. About 25% of them are
underage. Of the 75% adults, most say
they started shoplifting in their teens.
In 29 states, the felony threshold for
shoplifting/larceny is $1,000 or more.
In states where it's less than that (like
$950 in California, shoplifting cases are
a misdemeanor, which means less police
involvement and minimal punishment, if
any at all.
As a result, in recent years shoplifters
have become more brazen with their
escalating vocal abuse and threats of
physical behavior during theft attempts.
The people most at risk are store
employees and customers, reports Mark
Doyle, producer of The Annual Retail
Survey.
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2019 ‘Signatures of Loudoun’ awards
celebrate superior design

Dulles South Recreation and Community Center
“All life is an
experiment. The
more experiments
you make, the
better.”
Ralph Waldo
Emerson, author
and philosopher

By Brian Tinsman

T

Digital Properties Manager

he Loudoun County Design Cabinet, a
volunteer group of architects, engineers,
planners and designers dedicated to
supporting quality design in Loudoun
County, has announced their 2019 “Signatures
of Loudoun” design award winners:
1. 880 Harrison, Leesburg
2. Academies of Loudoun, Leesburg
3. Ashburn North Parking Garage, Ashburn

4. Boulder Crest Institute for
Posttraumatic Growth, Bluemont
5. Brambleton Office Building and Library,
Brambleton

6. Dulles South Recreation and
Community Center, South Riding
7. Integrus Holdings, Inc. / Fortessa
Tableware Solutions, LLC, Ashburn
8. Mural at One Loudoun, Ashburn
9. Willard Intermediate School, Aldie
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The Signatures program, now in its 15th
year, recognizes businesses and community
organizations that choose superior design
standards in building, renovating or
expanding a project.
Each winter, the community is invited
to submit nominations, which are voted
on by the cabinet and high school student
volunteers. Winners are chosen in the
following categories: details, familiar,
infrastructure, interiors, legends, makeovers,
public spaces, pacesetters and students’
choice.
The winners were honored during a special
ceremony at the Loudoun County Board of
Supervisor’s meeting on June 4.
“Creative design is about more than just
aesthetics – studies have linked it to an
enhanced sense of community. Every new
construction project creates opportunities
to build Loudoun’s identity,” said Loudoun
Economic Development’s Executive Director

BUSINESS NEWS

Buddy Rizer. “That spirit is captured in all of the winners, such
as the re-imagination of 880 Harrison into a cutting-edge
co-working space, as well as Fortessa Tableware Solutions’
naturally-lit, industrial showroom in One Loudoun.”
The ceremony also featured a “Vision in Design” award,
which recognized Kim Hart’s lifetime of contributions
through the Windy Hill Foundation. Since 1981, Hart and
the Foundation have worked to provide Loudoun County
with attainable workforce housing.
“Kim Hart and the Foundation he served for 25 years,
have been instrumental in spearheading and developing the
workforce housing movement in Loudoun County,” said
Design Cabinet Chairman Alan Hansen. “In addition, the
Foundation spends more than $200,000 each year to support
several important programs for residents, including a yearround, after-school Study Buddies program.”

Willard Intermediate School

Photos of the 2019 Signatures of Loudoun awardwinning projects are available online at biz.loudoun.gov/
SignaturesOfLoudoun.
At Loudoun Economic Development, your business is our business. We want
to make sure Loudoun companies are successful, and if your company isn’t
in Loudoun already, we’d like to discuss how moving here can contribute to
your success. Call 1-800-LOUDOUN to learn more about how growing your
business in Loudoun is #LoudounPossible.

Integrus Holdings, Inc. / Fortessa Tableware Solutions

Academies of Loudoun

Ashburn North Parking Garage

880 Harrison Street, Leesburg

Boulder Crest Institute for Posttraumatic Growth
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Hi-tech market: Many skilled jobs in demand

“The most difficult
thing in any
negotiation, almost,
is making sure that
you strip it of the
emotion and deal
with the facts.”
Howard Baker,
American politician
and diplomat

T

hey are the elite jobs of the 21st century:
Tech, the companies that have changed the
world. The surroundings can be glamorous
like Apple's spaceship headquarters or the
Googleplex, where talent is rewarded with big
bucks and a bevy of tasty benefits.

How do you get there?
First and foremost, be great at something.
Pick an area that truly grabs your soul. Some
engineers love hardware, the systems and
components that drive devices. Narrow that
down: Become an expert at cameras, audio,
system architecture.
Get the right training. It's not always about
college. Nearly every Apple ad, specifies a
degree, but also says 'equivalent experience.'
For example, if you know how Linux servers
work inside and out, Apple could be the place
for you. One tech employee said he got his job,
in part, because of his chess championships.
Develop something. Learn scripting
languages (Python, Bash, Perl, Ruby, for
example) and apply your knowledge on
personal projects.
When your knowledge matures, get online
with other experts and discuss your projects.
If an interview does come your way, be ready.
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Google, Apple and Microsoft, for example,
don't have you fill out a form and throw a
resume at them.
Being interviewed for such a job is in itself
a research project. Interviews can be a week
long or more. Candidates will be asked to
solve relevant problems on the spot. Software
engineers might be asked to write code, for
example.
Remember that, as with all large companies,
tech companies will conduct a review of your
social media and do a background check. Keep
your social media clean: Don't trash talk former
employers or talk politics. Keep posts upbeat.
Learn about the company. Be prepared to
ask questions. Highlight your projects and be
prepared to show your passion for them.

Don't use these commonly
hacked iPhone PINs

Here are the most common PINs. More
than 25 percent of hacked iPhones use
these, according to Cult of Mac.
1234, 1111, 0000, 1212, 7777, 1004,
2000, 4444, 2222, 6969, 9999, 3333,
5555, 6666, 1122, 1313, 8888, 4321,
2001, 1010

YOUR FINANCES

Become your family CEO and take
care of business

Earn higher interest
with online banks

T

hink of your family as a business.
Your family is your personal
corporation that makes sales
(your work income), has operating
expenses (bills), and needs to make
a profit (savings and retirement). If

You might love your local bank, but it
isn't necessarily the place to park money
over the long term. Today online highyield savings accounts offer dramatically
higher savings rates than brick-andmortar banks.

“As CEO you want to focus on the
big picture. Don't make the
process too complicated.”
you want your corporation to make
money, you can do some of the same
things a CEO does.

Periodic expenses
As CEO you should identify expenses that happen once or twice a year:
Auto and home insurance, car maintenance and repairs, property tax, or
anything over $400 to $500 that occurs regularly. Add them up and divide by
12. This is what you have to save every month to not come up short. Set up a
simple transfer to a savings account.

Discretionary spending
Next, total up last year's spending by category: Groceries, utilities, phones,
maintenance, clothing, dining out. Spreadsheets or checking apps make this
fairly easy to keep up with. Some of that spending is discretionary, things you
want instead of actually need. Some things are going to fall a little bit in both
categories.

Make big decisions; set limits
Compare income and expenses. If you spend more than you earn, it's time
to put on the CEO hat. Look at discretionary expenses. This is where you can
cut spending. Set limits here. Do you really need a new company car? You
can save $300 to $800 a month if you stick with the old one. (Think about
how much that adds up to if you keep the car for 10 years! Even with annual
repairs, you come out way ahead.)

Think big picture
As CEO you want to focus on the big picture. Don't make the process too
complicated. Maybe for a month – as an experiment – save all your grocery
receipts and then analyze expenses as wants or needs. But, too much detail will
probably make you want to quit. Stay big picture. If you are spending within
limits, then the plan is working.

Appoint a CFO
Having established spending guidelines for the year, appoint a CFO to make
sure bills are paid and spending is within limits. If that is your spouse, and not
you, then make sure your partner understands the plan and is on board. Hold
a monthly board meeting. Tweek your plan as needed.

A typical savings
account in a brick-andmortar bank could
pay .02% APY (annual
percentage yield)
compared to 2.25% or
more for an online bank,
according to Magnify
Money.

What this means to
savings really matters
A $15,000 savings
account at .02% yields
about $3 per year. – a
whooping 25 cents
a month. The same
amount saved at 2.25%,
yields about $337 per
year, or about $28 per month.
Online banks are FDIC insured as is
the local bank. But online banks have
lower overhead with no buildings to
worry about.
However, they also may not have
ATMs, they might have fees, or require
high minimum deposits. But not all do.
Synchrony Bank, for example, has no
minimum deposit, no fees, but you are
limited to six withdrawals or transfers
per month. APY is 2.25%.
The low-interest account at your local
bank will give you access to money at
all times and likely easy transfers. Still,
these accounts are best reserved for
merely separating money to be used for
different purposes.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Homemade sunscreens versus commercial

“The most
important trip
you may take in
life is meeting
people half way.”
Henry Boyle,
Anglo-Irish
politician,
Chancellor of the
Exchequer

A

ll over social media this summer (as last),
homemade sunscreens are being promoted
by friends and family.

Here's the good news: they do work. Here's
the bad news: They don't work much.
Researchers at the Center for Injury
Research and Policy at Nationwide
Children's Hospital and the Brooks College
of Health at the University of North Florida
concluded that most homemade sunblock
recipes on Pinterest make unsubstantiated
claims about their efficacy. The study was
published in May 2019.
Searching Pinterest for the phrases
"homemade sunscreen" and "natural
sunscreen," researchers sampled every fifth
pin to collect 189 relevant pins. Of those, 68.3
percent used ingredients that offered low UV
radiation protection. Meanwhile, a third of
the pins made SPF claims ranging from SPF 2
to SPF 50. In other words, a lot of big claims,
but how much truth?
Sunscreens involving coconut oil, shea
butter, lavender oil, essential oils, and other
ingredients provide SPF range of 1 to 7 –
far below the SPF 30 recommended by the
American Academy of Dermatology.
Instead, you can find an FDA-approved
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sunscreen in store or online to meet your
needs whether it's traditional or labeled as
natural. The Center recommends finding one
that is water resistant and is broad spectrum
(protects against UVA and UVB rays) as well
as SPF 30 or above.
If you don't want to use sunblock, you can
always cover up. Consider a lightweight fabric
to cover arms and legs and a large-brimmed
hat to shade the face. Next, head for the shade
and avoid those prime 10:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
blistering hours.

What's in sunscreen?

Two main ingredients are FDA-approved
for sunscreen, both of which are very
common. Titanium dioxide could be
called 'Brightener.' It has the unusual
quality of being opaque but enhancing
brightness. That's why it is found in
makeup. For sunscreen, titanium dioxide
is made ultra-fine so it is transparent, yet
absorbs bad UV light, protecting skin.
Another approved sunscreen is familiar:
Zinc Oxide, could be called 'Reflector.'
Zinc oxide has been used since 500 BC.
The mineral remains on top of the skin,
scattering and reflecting harmful rays.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Stay fit this summer with a schedule
of pool exercises

P

ool time is a great way to both relax and
raise your activity level. According to
Shape magazine, pool exercises are good
for everyone – and great for those with back
or knee pain.

Cardio exercise

For cardio and total body exercise, nothing
beats laps across the pool. You can use a
variety of styles and work on both speed or
distance. Other options to get your heart
pumping include water jogging, bicycling,
sculling, and jumping jacks. For bicycling,
prop yourself up on the side of the pool and
move your legs like you are pedaling a bicycle. Sculling involves curling your
legs up into a ball and keeping yourself afloat on your back as long as possible
by paddling with your arms.

Pool weights for resistance
To get the most out of upper body resistance movements, you'll want to have
access to pool weights or at least some pool noodles which can be purchased
in a sporting goods store or found at some public pools. As long as you keep
the weights underwater, you can do most traditional gym moves: bicep curls,
lateral raises, tricep extensions, and even pushing and pulling to work out your
back and chest. With a pool noodle, do press down work for your chest and
triceps as well as underwater planks.

Lower body workouts

Lower body resistance work such as jumping or running is easier on the back
and joint when you are in the water. Experiment with jumping out of the water
as high as possible in a variety of stances to get a feel for what works. The wider
your legs, the more you will engage your glutes and hamstrings while narrower
positions will work your quads. For inner and outer leg work, stand near the
wall with your hand out to keep steady and then extend one leg at a time out to
the side and back again as quickly as possible to maximize resistance.

Tenderize that bee sting

There's nothing you can do for the zing of a bee sting, but you can minimize
the pain and possible swelling. One remedy many people swear by: treat
the area with meat tenderizer. Make a paste of unseasoned meat tenderizer
and water, and coat the area. Tenderizer contains papain, an enzyme found
in papayas. It supposedly breaks down proteins that cause pain and itching.
Mix one part tenderizer with four parts water for the paste and give it a go.
The tenderizer remedy is not mentioned in medical literature, but it can't
hurt. If nothing else, a cool paste can help with the hot spot left behind by a
sting. And maybe don't go barefoot or wear sandals to walk in grass. Severe
allergic symptoms to bee stings require immediate medical help.

Facial Yoga fights
inevitable sagging
Mom always told us to watch out lest
our face would freeze that way. She was
talking about that pouty little scowl,
but what if there are actually more
positive faces we can make
that would remain more
permanent?

Enter facial exercises
Intended to counteract
the inevitable sagging and
drooping that comes with
age, these movements
are meant to strengthen
muscles in the face and fill
in the gaps. Fuller, more
toned faces radiate youth,
as the theory goes.
Exercises include
hard-core smiling with
added resistance, as well as
eyebrow and cheek lifting.

But does it work?
One preliminary study,
published in JAMA
Dermatology in 2018,
reported some improvement for a
group of women who participated in
a facial exercise program for 20 weeks.
That included significant improvement
in upper and lower cheek fullness and
in 18 of 20 facial features.
Peer dermatologists, given no
information about the women and the
exercises, rated the women at 50.8 years
old at the start of the study and 48.1
years after 20 weeks. Much more study
is needed, as the group only included 16
women who went the distance with the
exercises (11 dropped out) and were all
self-selected.
But one conclusion remains: facial
yoga is having a moment, and that
moment may be here for awhile.
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Dog Fear Week:
The Fourth of July brings canine terrors

“Surround yourself
with only people
who are going to lift
you higher.”
Oprah Winfrey,
media proprietor,
TV host, producer
and philanthropist

D

ogs love a party, but July 4th isn't usually a
favorite fiesta. While some dogs are okay
with fireworks, others have an extreme fear.
If yours is one of them, take time before the
Dog Fear Week starts to keep the pooch safe.

First, make sure the dog has a collar
with up-to-date information
Sometimes that won't even help a frantic
pet. One homeowner told Reader's Digest
that on the night of July 4th, she opened her

Is hanging your clothes out
to dry really worth it?

According to Visual Capitalist, the
average household spends about 13 percent
of their total electricity each year powering
their clothes washer and dryer. Although it
might seem old fashioned, drying clothes
outside on a line could save between $25
and $100 each year in electrical costs.
Unfortunately, the money you save this
way will be offset by the time it takes you
to pin it all up and take it down.
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door to find an enormous German Shepherd
shivering with fear on her doorstep. The dog
had no collar, but was clearly a pet.
She took the dog in and placed an ad in
the Sunday newspaper. Sunday morning the
owners called. The shepherd was known to be
anxious and fearful of fireworks. This time the
dog actually dived through a window while
the owners were away. They had no idea what
happened to the creature's collar and they
planned to get the dog chipped.
It's a good idea to have an up-to-date
picture of the dog and identifying features.
For those who find dogs, especially expensive
dogs, make sure owners can show a picture.

During the week of the 4th, try to keep
the dog exercised to keep energy down
When it is time for fireworks, keep your
dog inside with soft music playing and the
curtains closed. Add a chew toy or an ice
block with a treat inside to distract the dog.
Best case: Stay home with the dog, especially
a new dog. Don't show fear or alarm yourself.
Dogs pick up on human emotions.

OF INTEREST

Grocery clerk goes from Beanie
Babies to billions

Your 4th of July
playlist rocks

I

n the early 1960s, Ty Warner dropped
out of Kalamazoo College in Michigan
and moved to California to become an
actor. Soon he was a grocery store clerk, a
gas station attendant and a door-to-door
salesman before joining a toy company
fulltime.

As anyone who belonged to a
marching band (don't judge) is well
aware, there are any number of patriotic
songs intended to honor and celebrate
America's independence. John Philip
Sousa, anyone?

In 1980, on a trip to Italy, Warner found
himself fascinated by an assortment of
stuffed cat toys he had never seen in the
U.S. Three years later, he designed his own
line of plush Himalayan cats, launched
his own company (Ty, Inc.), then sold
and shipped them for $20 apiece from his
condo. Initially, the public mocked his
toys as road kill for being lightly stuffed.
Warner says people didn't get it at first: His
whole idea was to make each cat look real because it was soft and moved.
Eventually, Warner's business grew well beyond the Ty, Inc. condo, and by
the early 1990s his popular line of Annual Collectible Bears had established
his company as a thriving plush toy manufacturer. By then, Warner already
was thinking about creating small, inexpensive ($5) plush animals containing
pellets for children to carry around in their pockets and book bags. In 1993,
his first nine Beanie Babies debuted to sluggish sales. That changed in a flash
when Ty, Inc. announced it was retiring the original nine.
The subsequent collecting craze sold a reported $700 million of them in a
year. In 1997, Ty, Inc. joined McDonald's for a Happy Meal promotion with
100 million of its new Ty Teenie Beanie Babies. After collectors swamped its
restaurants, McDonald's national and international promotions in 1998 sold
more than 250 million teeny beanies for more than $1 billion.
Today, Ty. Inc. is the world's largest toy manufacturer, and according to
Forbes magazine, Ty Warner's net worth is now $2.7 billion.

How's the Weather? Forecast for July 29

Rain will fall at Waynesburg, PA, on July 29. And, according to tradition,
that means every July 29. Get out your decorated umbrellas because the
annual Rain Day Celebration begins July 29 at 10 a.m. in Waynesburg.
What's the probability that you will need your umbrellas? It's coming up
likely. While all the photos on the Waynesburg Rain Day website show
sunny skies, the statistics prove rain is common. As of 2018, it rained
on July 29 in Waynesburg for 115 years out of the last 144. Folks started
keeping records in the late 1800s when a farmer told the local pharmacist
that it always rains July 29. Since then, someone in Waynesburg always
notes the weather.

But aside from
military marches and
the like, how many
songs actually contain
the phrase, Fourth of
July? Trivia geeks and
playlist aficionados
would like to know.
According to lyrics.
com, there are 444
lyrics, eight artists,
and 100 albums that
match the search term
"Fourth of July." Most
of them, admittedly,
are not intended as
a July 4th specific
celebratory ditties, like
Chicago's "Saturday
in the Park" (not a 4th of July song) or
"Lake of Fire" by Nirvana (also not a
4th of July song). Or even the Mariah
Carey tune that's titled "Fourth of July"
(definitely not a 4th of July song).
So what to include on your
Independence Day playlist? You may
want to search "America" instead, which
produces results like "Living in America"
by James Brown or "Only in America"
by Brooks and Dunn, for starters.
There's "America the Beautiful" by Ray
Charles.
Lee Greenwood's "God Bless the
USA" as well as Bruce Springsteen's
"Born in the USA" top the most-played
list year over year according to Billboard
magazine.
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Getting yourself lost in the woods . . .
and making it back out safely again

“Hard work
spotlights the
character of people:
some turn up their
sleeves, some turn
up their noses, and
some don’t turn up
at all.”
Sam Ewing,
all-American
baseball player,
doctor of sports
psychology

A

ccording to a recent study, the folks who
embark upon extreme backpacking
adventures and exploration are not the
ones who are most vulnerable to disaster.
Instead, it's the day hikers among us. These
are the people who tend to head out without
much backup food or gear and, when they get
lost, can very quickly run into trouble.
The study, called "Safe and Found" and
conducted by smokymountain.com,
analyzed more than 100 news articles about
lost hikers to extrapolate the ways people had
gotten lost, what they did to survive and how
they made it out.
The most common reason people got lost
was that they simply wandered off a trail (41
percent), followed by bad weather, falling
off the trail, getting separated from a group,
injury and a handful of other reasons.
Survival often hinges on the ability to
find a combination of warmth, shelter, food
and water – and preparation is the key to
each of them. Survival tips include packing
a core group of essentials, bringing a map
that you've studied ahead of time, carrying
high-quality clothing, checking the forecast
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and practicing your fire-making skills,
among others.
If you do become unsure of your location,
you can start breaking off branches in the
direction you're headed, and skin a six-inch
cut on a sapling with your knife, as the inner
branch shows white and is easy to follow.
In a worst-case scenario, drink the water
you find. Statistically, you'll be rescued within
24 hours, which makes death by dehydration
more of a risk than infection.

Things you can't buy
or sell on Amazon

You are going to be really happy when
you hear what Amazon doesn't sell: Live
animals, including pets. Not suitable for
warehouses. The massive retailer also doesn't
sell gas or fireworks because, well, danger.
Other things Amazon doesn't sell, mainly
because of conflicting federal and state laws
or licensing: Guns, nicotine products, cars
and lottery tickets. Other forbidden items
are less obvious, but probably wise: No
contact lenses, not even cosmetic ones.

OF INTEREST

All those pretty fireworks really
do have names

MONEYWISE
Camping for foodies:

Break out the foil

C

ake. Chrysanthemum. Waterfall. If
you've ever wondered what to call the
different types of fireworks you see
during a professional show, other than
"that cool one that trailed off," you've
come to the right place – and can impress
(or annoy) your friends afterward.

Sure, hot dogs are yummy and s'mores
are fun and sentimental . . . but does the
camping menu have to be so limited?
No it does not. From hot breakfast
sandwiches to decadent desserts,
campground food can be anything you'd
like. Here are some ways to take your
menu to another level:

Here's a sampling of official fireworks
terminology from the American
Pyrotechnics Association:

• Two words: foil

• Cake: A cluster of small tubes, linked

by fuse, that fire small aerial effects at a
rapid pace. They are often used in large
quantities as part of a show's finale.

• Chrysanthemum: a spherical break of

colored stars that leave a visible trail of
sparks.

• Falling Leaves: stars twinkle and flutter down
• Fish: large inserts that propel themselves rapidly away from the shell burst,
often looking like a fish swimming away

• Palm Tree: rising comet (trunk) that bursts into six large trailing stars
(fronds) and can also have small reports (coconuts)

• Peony: the most commonly seen type, with a spherical break of colored stars
• Waterfall: Named for the shape of its break, this shell features heavy longburning tailed stars that only travel a short distance from the shell burst
before free-falling to the ground. They sometimes include a glittering
through the "waterfall."

Enduring a ponderous golf partner

Ever been in a foursome with a player who ponders every shot like
he's taking a college entry exam? According to former PGA pro Ted
Eleftheriou, founder of Create Golfers Academy, that is a golf hazard that
never shows up on the course map. A golf.com survey supports the general
sense that most ultra-deliberate golfers are oblivious to their behavior
and its effect on others. They're too wrapped up in themselves. The most
common advice is to go about your business on the course and keep
walking briskly to the next hole, hoping the laggard will get the message.
You could play the "Ready, golf!" card (referring to the game's timehonored code for hurry up). You might even deliberately hit out of turn,
followed by a remark like, "Sorry for that, but it's all about 'Ready, golf!'"
Then, of course, there's always the mini-guilt trip, as in "Looks like we're
holding up the group behind us. Maybe we pick up the pace so we don't
have to let them through?"

packets. Pack the
aluminum foil and
use it to cook any
number of goodies,
including grilled
vegetables, salmon
with garlic and spices,
or barbeque chicken.
One Pinterest account
showed off campfire
banana boats: splitopen bananas filled
with strawberries,
Nutella, marshmallows
and chocolate,
wrapped in foil and
then roasted. Omg.

• Bring the cast-iron skillets and make

everything from cornbread and chili,
campfire pizza and nachos to paella or
beef stroganoff.

• Use those skewers to heat up cinnamon
rolls. Imagine the combination of
aromas: campfire, hot coffee, cinnamon
rolls and the great outdoors.

• Tacos. Because you can. (Use those foil

packets to mix up ingredients for fish tacos.)

• Don't forget the drinks! In addition to

– ok fine, or instead of – beer and wine,
consider campground sangria, which
you can mix ahead of time and enjoy
when you're ready. Fruit, wine, vodka,
something carbonated, and boom:
sangria.
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An appetizer with a pop for the 4th of July

“Always listen to
experts. They’ll tell
you what can’t be
done and why.
Then do it.”
Robert A. Heinlein,
called the dean
of science fiction
writers

W

hile the grill gets most of the attention on
the Fourth of July, the best parties have
great appetizers to feed hungry guests
while the rest of the food is cooking. Sally’s
Baking Addiction has a tasty version of
bacon-wrapped cheesy stuffed jalapenos that
are packed with flavor but won’t fill you up!

3. Grab a handheld or electric mixer,
preferably with a paddle attachment.
Beat the cream cheese, garlic, paprika,
and cheese together until combined. In a
pinch, a rubber spatula will do. Salt to taste,
usually just a pinch. Use a spoon to fill the
jalapenos equally.

Ingredients:

4. Wrap each of your stuffed jalapenos with
a half slice of the bacon and then stick a
toothpick through the middle to make sure
the bacon stays in place. Put them on the
baking rack and leave them in the oven for
25-28 minutes or until the bacon is cooked
to your preference. If you turn the oven on
broil for a couple of minutes at the end it
will get everything a little crispier.

• 1 2 fresh jalapeno peppers (you can
substitute mini sweet peppers for less spice)
• 8 ounces cream cheese, softened to room
temperature
• 1 cup of shredded cheddar, Mexican, or
pepper jack cheese
• 1 clove garlic, chopped
• 1 /2 teaspoon smoked paprika
• 1 2 slices bacon, cut in half
• 2 4 toothpicks

Directions:
1. Preheat your oven to 400 degrees. Line
a large baking sheet with a piece of
parchment paper or use a silicone baking
mat. Use a baking rack on top of the baking
sheet, but set aside for now.
2. Cut the jalapenos in half lengthwise.
Be sure to remove the seeds and center
membrane and then set aside.
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A small calorie diet hack

Try this tip for a not-so-bad diet cheat:
Hamburger Taco. You find yourself at
a fast food place and everyone is having
burgers. You could get the low-carb, no
bun version. But if you can't resist a little
bread, buy the whole burger, throw away
the top of the bun, then bend your burger
into a taco, using the bottom as a shell.
You save more than half the bread calories
and carbs.

OF INTEREST

"Mad Anthony" Wayne: Hero of
the Revolution

Step away from those
grass clippings

H

istory has its share of colorful
figures, so it may come as little
surprise that one person we might
consider celebrating this Fourth of
July is named "Mad Anthony" Wayne.

Good news: you have permission to
leave grass clippings on your lawn after
you mow. This can save you oodles of
time if you rake them by hand, and a few
stoppages if you collect them as you go.

“Wayne's nickname is largely
considered a result of his boldness
and daring in the field”
Wayne is included among little
known Revolutionary War heros in a
list compiled by History.com.
Wayne's reputation for heroism
came after George Washington
ordered him to storm the cliffside fortifications held by the British at Stony
Point, New York, in July of 1779, considered impregnable. The nighttime
assault, during which Wayne's men used only bayonets, lasted just 30 minutes
and served as a huge morale-booster for the Americans.

Origins of his nickname
Wayne's nickname is largely considered a result of his boldness and
daring in the field, though some stories also report that it came about from a
sometime-spy he used, Jemmy the Wanderer (who had a penchant for taking
off at will). As the story goes, the erratic Jemmy was jailed – not the first time
– and demanded to be set free, sending a messenger to Wayne to ask him to
intervene. When Wayne refused, Jemmy allegedly claimed Wayne was mad
and called him "Mad Anthony." The story spread and the nickname stuck.
Later, in 1780, Anthony helped safeguard West Point when it was learned
that Benedict Arnold planned to betray the Americans. In 1790 he was elected
to the Georgia House of Representatives.

Does his ghost walk on New Year?
Wayne died December 15, 1796 in Fort De La Presqu'ile, Erie, PA. He was
buried there in a simple pine box. But the story didn't end there.
Twelve years later, his son Isaac arrived to take his bones back to the family
burial plot in St. David's Church, Radnor, PA. But Wayne's body had not
decomposed. Isaac had only a small carriage and could not transport a coffin.
So, a physician helped render Wayne's body to bones in a process that, though
common, was extremely distasteful to everyone. When finished, the physician,
threw the remaining flesh and his instruments back into the coffin and closed
the grave.
Isaac drove the bones 380 miles north, but, along the bumpy way, the bone
box supposedly fell off, scattering some of the contents. Now, legend has it, that
on New Year's Day, Wayne's ghost rises from Radnor and rides across the state
searching for his missing bones.

In fact, this is more than permission
– it's actually better for your lawn when
you leave the clippings alone, as they
help return nitrogen to the soil. So says
the National Association
of Landscape
Professionals, which
adds that clippings do
not contribute to thatch
buildup if you mow
regularly and properly.

Some more tidbits from
the organization:
• A lawn of 1,000 square
feet can produce 500
pounds of clippings in
one growing season,
and these clippings
contribute very little to
thatch (the roots, stems,
and lower portions of
leaves that are below the mower blade).
• Fertilizer use can be reduced by 20 to
30 percent when clippings are left on
the lawn, as they quickly decompose
and release valuable nutrients such as
nitrogen
• If mowing is delayed by prolonged
periods of rain or other reason, the
clippings can be long enough to shade
or smother grass. In that case, you
should rake, bag, and remove them.
• As for mowing in general, you should
change direction often so as not to
cause ruts in your lawn from the
weight of the mower; and you should
overlap each mowing pass to ensure a
clean cut.
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Walkin' in Memphis for home design

“Appreciation is a
wonderful thing;
it makes what is
excellent in others
belong to us as well.”
Francois-Marie
Arouet de Voltaire,
French philosopher

F

rom movie remakes (Bill and Ted - yeah,
really) to shows like Stranger Things, the '80s
seem to be back on our minds.

The same goes for contemporary home
style, in which Memphis Design has reemerged. Founded in 1980 by The Memphis

“Primary colors and graphic shapes haven't
seen this much action since the eighties”
Group, the design style is characterized by
bold colors, geometric shapes like circles and
triangles and squiggles. Its influence was seen
in everything from art galleries to the set of
the Pee-wee Herman Show.
"Primary colors and graphic shapes haven't
seen this much action since the eighties,"
designer Carolyn Pressly told Elle Decor.
Designer Ettore Sottsass founded the
Memphis Group with a circle of designers
and architects who brainstormed the concept
over drinks and a Bob Dylan song on repeat.
"Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis
Blues" played again and again, and the
movement's name was born.
The Memphis Design comeback could be
due in part to a consumer that's grown weary
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of sleek lines and monochromes. Memphis
is like shoulder pads in a world gone naked.
It's bold and vibrant, impossible to miss, and
quite a statement.
Pressly said enveloping tub chairs and
Vladimir Kagan-esque curved sofas are also
appearing in their space planning, replacing
straight, rigid furniture lines.

Grilling corn on the cob

Corn on the cob is a crowd favorite during
the summer, and according to Oh Sweet
Basil, four secrets will help you prepare
it on the grill perfectly. The first step is to
pull the husks back on the corn without
removing them and strip away the silk
strands. Next, fill a large pot with cold
water and add a couple of tablespoons of
salt to soak your corn in for about 10-15
minutes. With the grill set to medium, cook
the corn, still in the husks, for about 15-20
minutes, turning every five minutes. Once
tender, pull the corn off and rub butter on
as desired. The final secret is to use a threeto-one ratio of salt to sugar mixture to
sprinkle on your corn just before eating.

OF INTEREST

The lizard in your brain needs blankets
. . . even in summer

M

ost people cover up with sheets or
blankets even in summer. But, why?

Now, about those
New Year resolutions

Not to nag, but how do those New
Year's resolutions look right about now?
Still on the docket, or nah?

The lizard is why.

Somewhere deep in your brain, when
you enter Rapid Eye Movement (REM)
sleep, the body becomes reptilian, unable
to regulate its temperature.

Don't feel too badly. According to
some reports, 80 percent of resolutions
have been abandoned by the second week
of February. The good news? It's not too
late to regain your footing and finish the
year on a positive note.

According to Atlas Obscura, sleep
studies have proved this and it might be
one reason why humans use blankets or
sheets, even in the summer.

Some tips for meeting
those goals:

The other reason could be behavioral.
After all, we are used to coverings. We
associate them with sleep. We've been
covered at night since infancy.
It could be that humans throughout history always wanted coverings, but
it's also true that most didn't have them. For centuries, only the very rich had
bedding because making a huge linen sheet was expensive. Instead, families,
animals, and even strangers, slept together for warmth.
After the Middle Ages, more people came to have bedding but it was
expensive, accounting for a third of the value of a whole household. Even until
the 1850s in the American frontier, beds were frequently part of a will.
Studies of contemporary non-modern societies show that nearly all use
some sort of covering, either woven fibers or plant material. This is true even
in tropical climates.
Lately, weighted blankets have become popular as studies have shown they
are associated with higher levels of serotonin and tend to reduce anxiety.

Beware of these e-mail phishing attempts

• Cut yourself a little slack.
Self-forgiveness (or grace,
as some refer to it) allows
you to acknowledge where
you went off track and
then figure out how to
course-correct rather than
spend all of your energy
finding fault.
• Small steps. For many
people, the issue was
in trying to do All The
Things All At Once. Instead, work on
small goals that turn into habits, and
keep building upon those. Look back at
what you did well in January and when
and where you veered off course to
evaluate how the chain was broken.

• Funny and fake: The director of the FBI needs your help for wiretapping

• Keep moving. Above all, don't give up
entirely; that would be the worst thing
you can do. It may seem cliche, but
in this case, it's true that something is
better than nothing. A little progress
still puts you ahead of where you were.

• Somewhat believable: Email claims you have undelivered email on your

• Try a time and/or activity tracker. We
often fail to recognize where our time
and energy has gone. Consider a timetracking tool like Toggl to help you get
super-specific. Chances are you don't
realize exactly how much time you
spend on social media or engaging in
activities that detract from your goals.

Seen lately in the wild are these phishing attempts:

the Internet! Evidently something you did with a bank was legal but
because there are scams on the Internet, you are going to be sent $10.7
million. Go figure. Obviously, the FBI director is not going to contact
you personally by email or otherwise. That's not how the FBI rolls. And,
the rest? You gotta feel sorry for the FBI if they are trying to wiretap the
whole internt. Big project.

Outlook Web Mail service. The email lists supposedly undelivered emails
for things like payments. If you click on any link you go to a fake Outlook
Web App that asks for your credentials. As with all links that go to forms,
make sure you examine the address before entering information.
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SENIOR LIVING

Seniors and sleep: Physical changes
may interrupt life-long sleep patterns

“What counts in life
is not the mere fact
that we have lived.
It is what difference
we have made to the
lives of others that
will determine the
significance of the
life we lead.”
Nelson Mandela,
South African
anti-apartheid
revolutionary
and politician

M

aybe you used to be a night owl,
watching late night television or reading
past midnight. But now? Some older
people discover that, as they age, they
become tired much earlier in the night and
rise well before dawn.
This actually has a name: Advanced Sleep
Phase Syndrome, according to the National
Sleep Foundation. It shouldn't be especially
alarming, but it can be annoying. The
natural circadian rhythms that coordinate
body functions advanced in time with age,
so people get plenty of sleep (from seven to
eight hours) but everything happens earlier.
Experts do not know why this happens, but
they usually treat the issue with bright light
therapy, exposing the body to light when it
should be awake.
Then there is insomnia. About 44 percent of
older persons can't sleep for a few nights per
week. But insomnia can become chronic.
Medical conditions can be responsible for
insomnia. Among them snoring, a primary
cause of sleep disruption for 90 million
Americans. Snoring can be due to weight and
aging. Very loud snoring can be a symptom
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of sleep apnea, associated with high blood
pressure, among other things. Sleep apnea
causes people to repeatedly wake up as they
breathe, then stop breathing. It can and
should be treated, doctors say.

Supermarket ambience
spurs buying

According to Reader's Digest, grocery
stores have learned many subtle tricks
over the years to encourage shoppers to
spend more money on their products.
By placing the brightly colored fruits and
vegetables near the front of the store,
for instance, it can put shoppers in a
better mood and more likely to spend
money. Similarly, the music playing in
the background is often slower than the
average heartbeat, causing people to walk
slower and linger. Other tactics rely on
promotional pricing, such as 10-for-10
sales that increase the price of the items
listed above a dollar or on bulk packaging
that makes the items more expensive than
buying singles of the same thing.

SENIOR LIVING

The generation that rejected society
is turning to church

B

aby Boomers, the generation that
rejected formal social institutions and
norms, may be moving toward one as
they age.

As a parent, you'd do anything for your
child. But should you really co-sign on
their mortgage?
At first blush, there are advantages:
with you as co-signer, the borrower
may qualify for a loan they wouldn't
otherwise get, whether it's a larger
amount or a better rate. And a lot of
people have legitimate reasons to seek
out a co-signer, including those with the
cash to pay the monthly payment but
not much credit history or income that's
difficult to prove; many self-employed
folks fall into this category.

A 2010 Gallup Poll noted the trend
finding that 53 percent of people aged 65
and older, say they frequently go to church
or temple.

“Boomers may want to hear pipe organs
and old hymns, the ones they hated as
youths who didn't trust anyone over 30”
But the Boomers didn't teach their
children to attend, with just over a third
of people up to age 29, saying they
were likely to attend church. And that
trend toward securlarism is continuing,
according to the authors of "American Grace."
What attracts older people to church that doesn't hold the same sway for
the young? "American Grace" co-author David E Campbell, a Notre Dame
professor, told the New York Times what many already know. Marriage,
children, homeownership, grandchildren – all these social landmarks guide
people back to church. A life lived, well or not, prompts people to reflect on
what is missing in their lives, whether it is morality, companionship or a sense
of belonging. And church tends to provide all of those.
And, Boomers are at the age to reflect on the thing they thought would never
happen: Their own mortality. Churches and Synagogues at least address the
question. Churches are responding to the back-to-religion older parishoners
with programs and facilities designed for them.
Of course, Baby Boomers and churches are facing something they didn't
expect. The Boomers, whose parents likely belonged to a church and attended
regularly, remember it a different way than the younger, long-time church
attenders of today.
Boomers may want to hear pipe organs and old hymns, the ones they hated
as youths who didn't trust anyone over 30. Yet churches have moved on,
playing lots of videos older people might find cheesy and singing now-popular
chant-like songs.
Some churches are creating separate services for seniors that re-create this
experience. Many churches are reaching out to seniors as the one group that
has needs under-served by government. They are trying to provide a place of
companionship and community.
Nonetheless, Gallup pollsters do not think Boomers will return to the
church in the numbers that they left it the 1960s.

Should I co-sign my
kid's mortgage?

Ideally, the borrower will refinance
into a loan in their own name at some
point in the not-too-distant future. In the
meantime, if you are confident that the
borrower has the ability to pay and can be
counted on to pay on time, this could be
a good option.
Beware the pitfalls, however. They
include:
•Y
 ou are the guarantor for the loan but
the creditor doesn't typically contact
you when payments have fallen behind.
You might not know there's a problem
until a lawsuit is filed with your name
on it.
•Y
 ou could have a tax liability if the
creditor settles for less than the total
amount due. The difference is called
"tax forgiveness income."
• I f the borrower is late or misses
payments, that dings your credit as well
as theirs
• Th
 e loan is part of your credit score and
could affect your borrowing capacity
If you're aware of and comfortable with
the risks, go for it. Just make sure you
know the details and have read the fine
print before getting yourself involved in
this serious transaction.
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Meet Our Gamily

Faith Grant, HR, AP&AR Manager (owner)

Name: Faith Grant
Role: HR, AP&AR Manager (owner)
How long have you been a GAMily Member:
43 years

Favorite part about working for GAM:
work with friends, can bring dogs to work
Interesting fact: have 2 sisters and 7 brothers

How do you keep a healthy work/life
balance?: quilting, card making
Is the glass half empty or half full?:
half empty

What are you most proud of?:
the years of fostering for NVSR and taking
care of our adopted puppy dogs

What would be the most amazing adventure
to go on?: see the Aurora lights in Alaska
What song have you completely
memorized?: Silent night
Do you have any Pets?: Yes, Rose
What do you wish you knew more about?:
embroidery

What website to you visit most often?:
NVSR.org

What job would you be terrible at?:
President of the US

What would be your first question after
waking up from being cryogenically
frozen for 100 years?: Why!
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What shows are you into?:
NCIS, Bull, NCIS Los Angeles, MacGyver

What is something you like to do the oldfashoned way?: Read books
What is your favorite season?:
Winter, less allergy/asthma issues

What is something that a ton of people are
obsessed with but you just don’t get the
point of?: Loading all their books on a
Kindle to read

What is something you will NEVER do
again?: Probably ride a Roller Coaster

PHOTO PUZZLE

Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . plus a few more

Your 10 Finds
1.____________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________
5.____________________________________________________________
6.____________________________________________________________
7.____________________________________________________________
8.____________________________________________________________
9.____________________________________________________________
10.____________________________________________________________

Last Month's Puzzle
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